To the Max

Interior designer Cameron Ruppert brings a client’s bold vision to life in a cheerful home in Washington, D.C., that is brimming with pattern and personality.
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IN MANY WAYS, the Cleveland Park project that interior designer Cameron Ruppert started in the fall of 2017 was serendipitous. The homeowner, a 35-year-old tutor and Harvard graduate, originally intended to decorate the entire space in the historic Washington, D.C., neighborhood herself. But as the two women, who met through a mutual friend, started talking, they realized they ought to work together. “She had so many ideas,” says Ruppert. “She just didn’t know how to pull it all together.”

Fortunately, the client was eager to work with the team she had assembled to completely gut-renovate the Arts and Crafts home: Ruppert; Suzie O’Brien and Dale Overmyer of Overmyer Architects; and art consultant Lauren Hilyard. “The house had potential,” says Overmyer. But the dated and awkward layout needed a major overhaul. Several of the tiny bedrooms lacked closets, while a handful shared the same bathroom. Overmyer made it his mission to give each room “more windows, more space, and more storage,” as well as keep the summer-retreat feel of the district’s early days.

True to form, Ruppert (above) embodies the living room décor. The electric-hued dining room (opposite) channels a modern library vibe with a rolling ladder and cozy reading nook. Previous spread: A leopard-print stair runner adds edge to an oh-so-polite wallpaper.

This page: Custom Rivets Wallpaper philipje≠ries.com; Fargo Love Seat charlesstewartcompany.com; 118 Kim Lamp christophergraceinteriors.com; Lampshades and Pillows in Pasha Dell and Bora Island Fabrics manuelcanovas.com; Gilmore Side Table $2,475 theceh.com. On Ruppert: Dress salonilondon.com; Earrings rebeccaderavenel.com.

Opposite: Chairs, Pillows, and Blinds in Pasha Rose Fabric raoultextiles.com; Custom Rug knotandco.com; Amsterdam Side Chair by Suzanne Kasler hickorychair.com; Diego Chandelier and Sconce julienneill.com; Dining Table henredon.com; Curtains in Nura Fabric by Manuel Canovas cowtan.com. Previous spread: Climbing Hydrangea Wallpaper quadrillefabrics.com; Simba Carpet starkcarpet.com.
A year and a half later, the project was finished—including a refreshed exterior complete with hanging pineapple-top porch lanterns. The interior was cracked open, with some seriously striking results: The wall dividing the galley kitchen and family room came down, and the bedrooms, two equipped with en suite bathrooms and walk-in closets, were streamlined from six to four. The back of the house was expanded to create a kitchen breakfast nook and add more space to the master bedroom and whimsical children’s room. “It’s not the type of home you walk into and say, ‘Oh, my God, I can’t touch anything,’” says Ruppert.

That same air of fun infuses almost every corner, thanks to an exuberant use of wallpaper, textiles, and bright hues. “I know what I like: pattern and color,” the owner told Ruppert, “but I want it to be something I’m going to love for a long time.” The dining room, painted a glossy Yves Klein Blue, announces her singular vision. Countless hours were spent mixing samples in search of just the right Pinterest-inspired combination—“People keep asking what color it is, and I can’t really tell them,” jokes Ruppert—which informed the client’s choice of poppy red and cobalt blue fabrics. For the window nook, one of the room’s many library-style built-ins, Ruppert paired a dramatic Schumacher velvet with a delicate rose print, which also appears on the dining chairs. A white plaster Diego chandelier hangs over a Henredon table. “The space feels buttoned up because it’s finished and complete, but we kept it from looking too formal,” notes Ruppert, who aimed to strike a similar tone throughout the home. Similarly, the living room began with a more traditional blue-and-white palette and took on new dimension when the client…
was a series of elegant wallpaper panels from Zuber & Cie that are “just beyond perfect,” says Ruppert. “Once we found the wallpaper, I played off all the pinks and purples and grassy green tones.” From there, she brought in feminine touches, such as lavender window treatments with valances and “over-the-top” trim, a custom flower-print rug, and a vanity table.

The culmination of that collaborative spirit can be found in the children’s room, a magical hideaway created for the client’s seven godchildren and young niece and nephew, some of whom are known to rig up a zip line for their stuffed animals on weekends. The sloped ceilings allowed for built-in bunk beds with curtains—a bucket list detail for Ruppert, who riffed off the client’s choice of cowboy-themed wallpaper with tartan carpet, leather drawer pulls, zigzag trim, and gingham pillows. Much like the home, the room is a playground for the imagination—and an interior designer’s dream.

suggested painting the ceiling light pink. Ruppert incorporated the color everywhere she could, customizing blush-hued table lamps and a flat-weave rug, and adding a punchier pink to enliven the curtains and pillows. To the untrained eye, the presence of so many prints might seem overwhelming, but Ruppert kept the client’s ornate impulses in check by being selective about their placement. “The anchors of the room are more neutral,” she says of the burl wood side tables and white shelves, while pattern turns up on small accents, like the tiled fireplace.

The master bedroom, however, is where the owner really went for it: “I want this to be the girliest room in the house,” she told Ruppert. The starting point, as with the powder and laundry rooms, was a series of elegant wallpaper panels from Zuher & Cie that are “just beyond perfect,” says Ruppert. “Once we found the wallpaper, I played off all the pinks and purples and grassy green tones.” From there, she brought in feminine touches, such as lavender window treatments with valances and “over-the-top” trim, a custom flower-print rug, and a vanity table.

The culmination of that collaborative spirit can be found in the children’s room, a magical hideaway created for the client’s seven godchildren and young niece and nephew, some of whom are known to rig up a zip line for their stuffed animals on weekends. The sloped ceilings allowed for built-in bunk beds with curtains—a bucket list detail for Ruppert, who riffed off the client’s choice of cowboy-themed wallpaper with tartan carpet, leather drawer pulls, zigzag trim, and gingham pillows. Much like the home, the room is a playground for the imagination—and an interior designer’s dream.
Get the Look
Polished meets playful when brass details, glossy finishes, and pattern-forward designs hold court.
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Cobalt Buzz Paint
finepaintsofeurope.com

Dolly and Pasha Fabrics
sisterparishdesign.com, raoultextiles.com

True 42 Refrigerator
true-residential.com

Hex Star Tiles
pophamdesign.com

Lucien Wall Light by Kelly Wearstler
$449 circalighting.com

Alexandra Sham
$125 matsuuk.com

Simba Carpet
starkcarpet.com

Sometimes Sumptuous Surrounding, 2019,
by John McAllister
jamesfuentes.com

Whimsical touches carry through to the children’s bathroom, where pirate-themed fabric, a tiger bath mat, and bolts of vivid color make it clear that the two women had a lot of fun putting the home together.

Hex Star Tiles, pophamdesign.com; Hicks Pendant Lamp by Thomas O’Brien from $179, circalighting.com; Roman Shades in Treasure Map Fabric by Sanderson byphilbert.com; 2047 Bauertoff Sink $1,286, cosbolts.com; Drowsy Tiger Rug, $101 doinggoods.com; Cupcake Sconces $320, dunesandduchess.com.